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The humble frite is an iconic, comfort food that never fails to bring pleasure to your plate. From

childhood memories of fish and chips , moules and frites or burger and fries, this book embraces

many different cooking styles and permutations of ingredients, from polenta and asparagus to the

classic French frites Pont-Neufs or US-style skinny fries. Large or small, fat or thin, peeled or with

skins on, French, Belgian, British or American, everyone has their own favourite frites/dip

combination.
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Polenta Frites   300 ml (1Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â¼ cups) of milk   300 ml (1Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â¼ cups) of water   150 g

(generous Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â¾ cup) of polenta (cornmeal)   1 tbsp of parmesan, grated   1 tbsp of melted

butter   2 litres (8Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â½ cups) of cooking oil   1 tsp of table salt   Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â½ tsp of sea salt

crystals   ****   Bring the milk and water to the boil together.     Sprinkle in the polenta (cornmeal)

and allow to cook for 10 minutes, stirring until it thickens.   Add the Parmesan and melted butter.  

Salt generously and stir well.   Spread the polenta (cornmeal) out on a flat dish, in an even layer

about 2 cm or 3 cm (Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â¾ in to 1Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â¼ in) thick and leave to cool. Then put it in the

fridge for one hour.   Heat the fryer to 170Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â°C (338Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â°F).   Cut the polenta

(cornmeal) into sticks about 10 cm (4 in) long.   Put the sticks carefully into the frying basket, using

tongs. Space them out well.   Lower the basket and fry for 2 minutes. Lift out the basket, let the frites

drain, then place them carefully on a large plate covered with kitchen paper.   Remove the paper.  

Sprinkle lightly with sea salt and eat while nice and hot.   These go well with : Frite sauce,



Homemade ketchup, tangy tomato sauce, BÃƒÆ’Ã‚Â©arnaise sauce       Feta Frites   400 g (14 oz)

of Feta cheese (or another sheepÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s cheese)   2 tbsp of flour   2 eggs   3 tbsp of

dried breadcrumbs   2 litres (8Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â½ cups) of cooking oil   Table salt   Freshly ground black

pepper   ****   Leave the feta in the fridge until the last minute so that it remains nice and firm.   Cut

the feta into sticks about 1 cm (Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â½ in) wide.   Put the flour into a dish, beat the eggs in a

second dish and mix the breadcrumbs with a pinch of salt and a twist of pepper, in a third dish.  

Heat the fryer to 170Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â°C (338Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â°F). Put the sticks of feta into each dish in

sequence, coating them with the flour, then the eggs and finally the breadcrumbs.   Place them

carefully in the basket and lower into the oil. Cook for 3 minutes.   Drain the feta frites and tip them

onto a large plate covered with kitchen paper.   Remove the paper and season if necessary.   Serve

immediately.   These go well with :Fresh herb sauce, soy sauce, tangy tomato sauce, Onion sauce  

    Carrot Frites   1 kg (2.2 lb) of carrots   2 litres (8Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â½cups) of cooking oil   Sea salt crystals 

 Heat the fryer to 170Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â°C (338Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â°F).   ****   Peel and wash the carrots. Rinse them

well and dry carefully with a clean, dry cloth.   Cut the carrots into long, thick pieces using a kitchen

knife, then cut them again to make fine sticks about 1 cm (Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â½ in) wide.   Rinse the carrots

once more and dry carefully. If you are using small young carrots, you could fry them whole with

their greens on.   Tip the carrot sticks into the basket and cook for 5 minutes, keeping a close watch.

  Lift out the basket and drain the frites on a plate lined with kitchen paper.   Remove the paper.  

Salt generously and enjoy whilst nice and hot.   These go well with :Tartar sauce, Curry sauce,

Fresh herb sauce, Blue cheese sauce

Asparagus Frites   1 bunch of white asparagus   1 tbsp of flour   2 tbsp of dried breadcrumbs.   1 tsp

of gomasio   (a mixture of sesame seeds and salt)   1 egg   2 litres (8Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â½ cups) of cooking

oil   Sea salt crystals   Freshly ground black pepper   ****   Heat the fryer to 170Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â°C

(338Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â°F).   Wash and peel the asparagus carefully, from just below the tip to the base.  

Cut away the toughest part of the stem.   Put the flour into a long dish.   Mix the breadcrumbs with

the gomasio in a   second dish, and beat the egg in a third dish.   Dip the asparagus pieces one at a

time into the flour, then the egg and finally into the breadcrumb mixture.   Place each one carefully

in the frying basket using tongs. Take care not to break the tips.   Lower the basket and fry for 3

minutes keeping a close eye on them.   Remove the asparagus and leave to drain on kitchen paper.

  Serve immediately after seasoning, if necessary.   These go well with :Frite sauce, Tartar sauce,

Fresh herb sauce, Blue cheese sauce       Beetroot Frites   3 large red beetroots (Beets), raw   2

litres (8Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â½ cups) of cooking oil   Sea salt crystals   Freshly ground black pepper   ****  



Rinse the beetroots (beets) quickly in water. Top and tail them and remove the skin with vegetable

peeler.   Cut into thick slices and trim to make frites, about 1.5 cm (ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚Â•Ã‚ÂµÃƒÂ¢Ã‚Â•Ã‚â€ž8

in) thick.   Dry well with kitchen paper, removing as much moisture as possible. (Take care: beetroot

(beet) will stain both your hands and your clothes).   Heat the fryer to 170Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â°C

(338Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â°F), then put the beetroot (beet) pieces into the basket.   Lower the basket into the

fryer and fry the beetroot (beet) for 8 minutes.   Remove the basket and leave the beetroot (beet)

frites to drain. Pierce them with a fork to check they are cooked. They should be slightly firm to the

touch.   Tip out onto a plate lined with kitchen paper.   Remove the paper.   Sprinkle immediately

with salt and pepper and eat while still hot.   These Go well with : Curry sauce, Frite sauce, tangy

tomato sauce       Sweet Potato and Cane Sugar Frites   3 large sweet potatoes   3 tbsp of olive oil  

2 tbsp of caster (superfine) sugar   ****   Preheat the oven to 180Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â°C (350Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â°F/gas

4).   Wash and peel the sweet potatoes. Cut them into evenly sized sticks.   Rinse the sticks, dry

thoroughly and tip into a large bowl.   Pour over the olive oil and mix well. Add the sugar and mix

again.   Line a baking sheet with greaseproof (parchment) paper and spread the sweet potato sticks

out on it, making sure that they donÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t overlap.   Bake in the middle of the oven for

30 minutes.   Move the baking sheet to the top shelf of the oven for the last 5 minutes of cooking

time. The frites should be caramelized but watch them closely in case they burn.   Sprinkle over a

little more sugar just before serving.

Anne De La Forest has been a journalist for over 20 years. As the editor of a monthly food

magazine, she is a writer and food-lover at heart, and spent four years developing the concept of

Frites before she wrote it. Anne now advises restaurants on their menus and the preparation of

frites. She also organises cookery workshops and tastings in her Montmartre home, which are

dedicated to showcasing emblematic French dishes_Ã‚Â¿ and chips.

I enjoyed looking at the book.I haven't got to use it yet.

Not only is the book interesting as far as the history and origin of fried foods, but the recipes are

great as well. Interesting reading.

Frites are popular in many countries throughout the world.The author has written a book that covers

36 delicious and sometimes nontraditional frites. Some of the recipes are traditional, some trendy,

some very creative , and even some are sweet.Anne de la Forest begins her frites cookbook by



giving the reader many pages of excellent information. There is information about choosing

potatoes, correct way to store them, and kinds of potatoes. She gives information about other fruits

and vegetables and how to either deep fry or oven fry them too. Her recipes call for different kinds of

oils and she explains their function. I was amazed by the wealth of information before the reader

began to read the actual recipes.So many recipes and sauces were in this book and all sounded

delicious but I opted to make the sweet potatoes and cane sugar frites. The recipes have

accompanying photographs, the ingredients are listed, and the directions are well written and were

easy to follow. The end result for my sweet potatoes with cane sugar was slightly sweet and a little

crunchy. It was a perfect after school snack on the day I made them.*I received this for review - all

opinions are my own*

As A Souchef Experienced Cook , I have found that the 30 Content recipes are over-valued to be

considered gourmet or really creative , the subject and recipes given money value compared to the

cover price 29.99 US / 32.99 CAD is considered extremely high priced especially you may found

Frites / French fries for free on the internet and other competent books on the same subject ..My

advice to the buyer do not get embraced by the title and what you pay for 30 fry recipes. in section

of sauces you may have even better options in sauces cook books.
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